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Abstract
The precision of right-hand context covering for con.ict resolution is improved over previous
NDR parsers, resulting in acceptation of wider subsets of LR-regular and LR-nonregular gram-
mars, including all LALR(k) grammars for a given k. Parser generation combines a new form of
DR items and subgraph connections of bounded length, without the need to implement subgraph
copies. The NDR parser, whose algorithm remains essentially unchanged, is presented as an
extended two-stack pushdown automaton. The technique is illustrated with a detailed example.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Few choices are available in practice for parser generation. On one hand, the widely
used variants of LL(1) and LR(1) (see, for instance, [15]), which are deterministic
and fast, but only use a very small lookahead window. This has led implementors to
introduce error-prone, ad-hoc con.ict resolution by the user, e.g., [12,13]. On the other
hand, general methods (see, for instance, [11]) are not widely used outside of some
domains, e.g., computational linguistics, possibly because they are nondeterministic and
accept grammars that may inadvertently be ambiguous. Only a few lines [2,3,14,16,17]
have been researched to produce deterministic parsers using large lookahead windows,
partly because they are based on highly directional classical methods. The emergence
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of discriminating-reverse (DR) parsers [8–10], which represent a new approach to the
shift-reduce decision process by exploring a (typically very small) stack suFx, opens
new possibilities, thanks precisely to their ability to resume parsing quite independently
of the input already read. DR(k) parsers are deterministic, linear, very eFcient in prac-
tice, and they accept the class of LR(k) grammars, while their tables are comparatively
very small.
Noncanonical-DR(k) parsers extend DR(k) with a powerful con.ict resolution mech-
anism. Although this paper 1 is restricted to k =0, the following introduction is trivially
extensible to the general case.
In an NDR(0) parser, in case of DR(0) (primary) con.ict amongst several parsing
actions, a primary mark is pushed on the stack. Then, next symbol is shifted and DR(0)
parsing resumes normally as far as subsequent actions are decided on stack suFxes
that do not span beyond the (topmost) mark. DR(0) suFx explorations reaching such
a mark may decide an action, push a secondary mark on the stack, or eventually
determine the con.ict’s resolution.
A topmost mark can be viewed as coding the expected contexts on its right-hand
side for the actions involved in its primary mark con.ict. This information is both
gathered:
• From the stack suFx when the con.ict is detected and the primary mark is pushed,
i.e., the con.ict’s relevant left-hand context.
• And, if the topmost mark is secondary, from the partially parsed section between it
and its corresponding primary mark.
A con.ict is resolved when the suFx explored by the DR(0) automaton matches one
of the topmost mark’s expected right-hand contexts. This essentially takes the form, at
construction time, of matching dotted grammar productions in both item sets for the
(current) state and the (topmost) mark.
Once a con.ict is resolved in favor of some action, this action is noncanonically
performed at the point below the primary mark, after this mark and stack contents above
it are “reinjected” in the right-hand context. This point becomes the new eKective
parsing top, from which locally canonical DR(0) parsing resumes. A shift decision
allows to move the eKective top up to the following mark on the right.
The described noncanonical parser behavior is close to a deterministic two-stack
model [1], extended with block moves between both stacks. The Lrst stack approxi-
mately corresponds to the shift-reduce parse stack, while the second stack contains the
input yet to be read plus partially parsed sections pushed back after mark resolutions.
At parser construction time, marks are associated to sets of mark items, which can be
seen as nodes in a mark-item graph. Transitions in this graph are guided by transitions
in the underlying graph of items in the DR(0) automaton’s state item sets. Here we
allow to improve the recognition capability over a previous basic-looping construction
[5], by including a memory of at most h connected subgraphs into mark items. As
previously, the new construction either guarantees DR(0) con.ict resolution or rejects
the grammar.
1 This paper improves [7], and corrects its deLnition of -items.
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Fig. 1. Tree for the -DR(0) item [p; B→ ·’; A→ 
·].
1.1. Notation
We shall follow in general the usual conventions, as those in [15]. We shall some-
times note grammar production rules as A
g−→ 
, where g is the rule’s index, 26g6|P|+
1. Grammars G(V; T; P; S) are augmented to G′(V ′; T ′; P′; S ′) with the addition of the
rule S ′ 1−→  S , and are supposed to be reduced.
We note by ˆ a special symbol not in V ′ deriving the null string, i.e., ˆ⇒ . Symbols
in Vˆ ′=V ′ ∪{ˆ} are noted Xˆ , and strings in Vˆ ′∗ are noted 
ˆ.
2. Basic -DR(0) automaton and item graph
The construction of the -DR(0) automaton brie.y presented here is an adaptation
of the original DR(0) described in [9,10]. Here we introduce a minor change in the
form of items in order to enhance the parsing power of the noncanonical extension
presented in Section 3. The construction also re.ects the eKect of the “push (primary)
mark” action decision.
2.1. -DR(0) Items
While original DR(0) items have the form [p˙; &], -DR(0) items have the form 2
[p˙; &1; &], where
• Dotted p denotes a parsing action, and stands for ·p or p·: Shift actions are con-
ventionally coded with p=0, and reductions are coded with their rule index. For
a reduction A
p−→ 
, p· indicates that the construction has not yet reached a point
beyond the handle 
 to reduce. Otherwise, we have ·p (this includes by convention
p=0). We shall write p˙ when this dot position is unspeciLed, or remains unchanged
in some computation.
2 The rationale for the addition of &1 is explained in Section 2.5.
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• (Current) core &=A→ 
 ·  indicates that next stack symbols to explore are those
in 
 from right to left, and then those in all legal (i.e., rightmost-derived from S ′)
stack preLxes  on the left of A. See Fig. 1, where  is the stack suFx already
explored.
• Kernel core &1 =B→  · ’ preserves the (current) core of the -DR(0) initial state
item with  = —hence equal to an LR(0) state’s kernel item—leading to this one.
It represents some stack-top situation when suFx exploration starts. 3
2.2. -DR(0) initial state and transition function
Since this new construction is close to the original one, it is only brie.y presented
here. A -DR(0) automaton state r is associated to each computed set Ir of -DR(0)
items, i.e., Ir′ = Ir implies r′= r.
We Lrst deLne the closure of a -DR(0) item set I as the minimal set 0(I) such
that
0(I) = I ∪ {[·p; &1; A → 
·B]|A → 
B ∈ P′; [p˙; &1; B → ·] ∈ 0(I)}:
The item set for initial state r0 is Ir0 =0(I
0), where I 0 is the origin set:
I 0 = {[p˙; &1; &0] | &1 = A → 
X ·; A g−→ 
X ∈ P′;
( = a′; p˙ = ·0) or ( = ; p˙ = q·);
(⇒
rm
∗ Bx; B
q−→  ∈ P′; &0 = B → ·) or ( = ; q = g; &0 = &1)}:
The e>ective state-transition function is deLned as follows:
S(Ir ; X )
= 0{[p˙; &1; A → 
·X] | ∃[p˙; &1; A → 
X ·]; [p˙′; &′1; A′ → 
′X ·′] ∈ Ir ;
(p˙′ = p′·; 
′ = 
′′Y ) or (p = p′; A
 = A′
′)}:
Thus, S(Ir ; X ) = ∅ when the right-hand side of some reduction is not fully checked,
or when further stack exploration may, in principle, discriminate amongst actions.
Note that in items [p˙; &1; &] resulting from this construction, &1 is of the form
A→ 
X · and originates from initial-state items of the form [p˙; &1; &0].
2.3. Parsing decisions on a stack symbol
We brie.y recall actions taken in state r on stack symbol X :
At(r; X ) =


error if @ [p˙; &1; A → 
X ·] ∈ Ir ;
goto r′ else if Ir′ = S(Ir ; X ) = ∅;
sh=red p′ else if ∀[p˙; &1; A → 
X ·] ∈ Ir ; p = p′;
push mrX0 otherwise:
3 The p can be omitted from the item notation, since its value(s) can be deduced from the kernel core.
For the sake of clarity, we prefer to associate only one action to an item.
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A con.ict is found when a stack-suFx exploration reaches a point from where it is
syntactically impossible to further discriminate amongst alternative parsing actions. As
shown in Section 3, some mark-item set JmrX0 will be associated to the mark m
rX
0 to
push on the stack top when a con.ict is found at state r on stack symbol X , i.e., a
pair (r; X ) uniquely identiLes a -DR(0) con.ict.
2.4. Node transition function
A node "= [p˙; &1; &]r represents item [p˙; &1; &] in item-set Ir . (Single) transitions are
deLned for nodes on Vˆ ′:
#([p˙; &1; A → 
·]r ; Xˆ )
=


{[p˙; &1; A → 
′·Xˆ ]r′} if 
 = 
′Xˆ and Ir′ = S(Ir ; Xˆ ) = ∅;
{" | " = [·p; &1; B → ·A’]r} if 
 =  and Xˆ = ˆ;
∅ otherwise:
The Lrst and second options correspond to automaton transitions, and to single upward
steps in derivation trees, respectively. We extend this function to strings in Vˆ
′∗
:
#("; ) = {"}; #("; 
ˆXˆ ) = ⋃
"′∈#(";Xˆ )
#("′; 
ˆ):
Transition sequences on ˆ∗ correspond to the closure of item sets. In the following,
"′ ∈ #("; 
ˆ) will also be noted "′ 
ˆ←− ".
2.5. Rationale for -DR(0) items
Let us recall that LALR(k) parser construction (e.g., [15]) can be approached as a
two-step process. First, LR(0) kernel item sets are computed, each set giving place to
an LALR(k) state. Then, for the actions in LR(0) con.ict in a state, the corresponding
strings of bound k—in other words, the expected right-hand contexts to resolve the
con.ict—are computed. This computation cannot be completely precise, because the
LR(0) construction does not guarantee that, for the corresponding action, every such
string is syntactically compatible with every path from the initial state to such a con.ict
state, i.e., the con.ict action’s left-hand context.
Unfortunately, previous DR(0) constructions do not guarantee [4], for all grammars,
all left-hand context separations given by LR(0), as the following example shows:
S ′ 1−→  S  S 2−→A S 3−→ aB′ A 4−→ aB B 5−→ bC
B 6−→ b′Cd B′ 7−→ bcC′d′ B′ 8−→ b′cC′ C 9−→ c C′ 10−→ 
For this grammar, previous DR(0) constructions merge con.ict’s left-hand contexts abc
and ab′c into a same state, while they lead to two separate LR(0)—thus LALR(k)
—states. Since the NDR(0) construction relies on DR(0) automaton paths, right-hand
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contexts are also merged for both actions in con.ict, resulting in {d;} for C 9−→ c,
and {d′;} for C′ 10−→ . As a consequence, the con.ict cannot be resolved, and the
grammar is rejected.
In the -DR(0) construction, kernel cores are preserved along transitions by #. As
a result, a -DR(0) item [p˙; &1; &] is in I = S(I0; ) if, and only if, there is some (
such that the LR(0) kernel item set K(—i.e., reached through ( from initial state—
contains &1. Accordingly, if we call kc the set of kernel cores in a DR(0) or LR(0)
state, then kc(I)=
⋃
i kc(K(i). In case of a -DR(0) con.ict on symbol X at state I,
the kernel core set associated to that con.it would be equal to kc(IX)= · · · = kc(’) for
some ’=  +X—if we pursued state construction—, because ’ is a left-hand context
for all actions in con.ict. Then kc(I’)= kc(K’), since (i above are only . We thus
conclude that for each con.icting LR(0) state, there is at least one -DR(0) con.ict
with the same kernel core set. In other words, con.ict’s left-hand context separation is
never less precise in the -DR(0) automaton than in the LR(0) or LALR(k) automaton
for a same grammar.
The cost to pay for this new construction is, in most cases, a null or very small
increase in the number of states, since it introduces a new diKerentiation only amongst
some items for a shift or an -reduction.
3. The bounded-connect construction
In order to determine in which states a mark may in principle be encountered, we
need to compute the mark positions in the derivation trees compatible with the con.ict
context. These positions are deLned by mark items.
The graph deLned by # represents ascending walks along the left-hand side of pruned
derivation trees, and will be used to compute the corresponding ascending right-hand
walks, i.e., transitions in the mark-item graph.
Fig. 2 illustrates these guided mark transitions and the graph-connection mecha-
nism. Let us suppose a -DR(0) con.ict is found on a stack suFx compatible with
a tree position corresponding to item "t = [p˙; B→ ·′; H → 
·
′]rt (left-hand tree of
Fig. 2). A mark m0 is pushed on the stack top (indicated by position .0), and right-
hand side transitions such as ˆ1ˆ2 from .0 are guided by #-graph path(s), such as
(ˆ1(ˆ2, leading from "0a = [p˙; B→ ·′; B→·′]ra to "t .
Let us suppose that, when following these transitions, position .1 is reached, leading
to mark m1, which afterwards induces a con.ict on some stack suFx compatible with
item "′t (right-hand subtree of Fig. 2). The new mark m
′
0 is at position .
′
0, and right-
hand context exploration must be guided by paths towards "′t until the right-hand side
of the subtree rooted at D has been totally explored.
In the general case, to follow any possible path on the right of E may result too
imprecise to diKerentiate amongst right-hand contexts in order to resolve the primary
con.ict. The graph-connection mechanism allows to improve this precision by pursuing
right-hand context exploration from previous mark item positions. Thus new mark-
item transitions are introduced, speciLc to the primary con.ict and, at least in part,
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Fig. 2. Illustration of subgraph connection and context recovery.
to its right-hand context. However, since in the general case an unbounded number of
connections is needed to build precise mark-item graphs, some form of looping must
be devised.
In a previous basic looping solution [5], a connect procedure adds extra transitions
to the basic mark-item graphs for each distinct con.ict context. A natural way to
implement these extra transitions is to build actual copies of mark items, resulting in
distinct mark-item graphs for diKerent con.icts.
We present here a graph-sequence bounded connect approach, where extra transitions
are coded by context sequences . DiKerently from the basic looping approach, no mark
item copying is necessary. These sequences consist of at most h node pairs ("t ; "a),
which guide transitions in mark-item subgraphs that are entered and exited in reverse
order. These transitions are restricted to the corresponding paths between "a and "t .
After resuming || graphs, ||6h, the context sequence becomes empty. We shall
note  the null context sequence, which allows to follow any context allowed by the
grammar.
The bounded-connect method ensures a precise context computation of at least h
graph connections. Since, in basic looping, contexts added by extra transitions are
restricted, this may result in some cases in a more precise context covering than in
the bounded-connect approach when in -context. Consequently, the parsing power of
both methods are incomparable.
3.1. Mark items
A mark item . takes the general form [q; ; &], for some action q in -DR(0) con.ict.
At construction time, a mark m is associated to each computed set Jm of mark items,
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Fig. 3. Illustration of 1ˆ when  = .
i.e., Jm = Jm′ implies m=m′. Since each mark-item component belongs to a Lnite set,
the set of marks is Lnite.
The dot position in &=A→ 
· in each . in Jm corresponds to the stack top when
mark m is pushed. Mark-item transitions move this dot from left to right. When the
right-hand end of the production is reached, the dot ascends in the derivation trees
according to the context encoded by  (function 1ˆ shown below). Accordingly, we
deLne the following mark-item transition function:
1([q; ; A → 
·]; Xˆ ) =


{[q; ; A → 
Xˆ ·′]} if  = Xˆ ′;
1ˆ([q; ; A → 
·]) if  =  and Xˆ = ˆ;
∅ otherwise;
where 1ˆ is deLned as follows:
1ˆ([q; ; A → 
·])
=


{[q; 0′; B → A·’] | "′a = [p˙; &1; B → ·A’]r ;
"a
← " ˆ← "a; "t (ˆ← ";
( = 1(ˆ; ′ = ) or ((ˆ = (ˆ1ˆ; 
′ = ("t ; "′a))} if  = 0("t ; "a);
{[q; ; B → A·’] |B → A’ ∈ P′} if  = :
Ascent performed by 1ˆ may be guided by the rightmost context-sequence subgraph
(Lrst case), or, when context is null, any possibility allowed by the grammar is fol-
lowed (second case). Guided ascent follows a subgraph as long as its summit node
"t is not reached while in the path on , otherwise it switches to the previous sub-
graph, if any. See for instance Fig. 3, where, for the left-hand tree, 1ˆ([q; ("t ; "a); &])
contains [q; ("t ; "′a); &
′] and, for the right-hand tree, 1ˆ([q; ("′t ; "
′
a)("t ; "a); &]) contains
[q; ("′t ; "
′
a); &
′].
We extend 1 to strings in Vˆ
′∗
:
1(.; ) = {.}; 1(.; Xˆ 
ˆ) = ⋃
.′∈1(.;Xˆ )
1(.′; 
ˆ):
In the following, .′ ∈ 1(.; 
ˆ) will also be noted . 
ˆ−→ .′.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of cases for function 2.
3.2. Connect function
Function 2 connects, when necessary, the subgraph for summit node "t to the context
sequence  of a mark item .:
2(.; "t ; r) = {[q; 1; &′] | . = [q; ; &]; [p˙; &1; &0] ∈ I 0;
"t = [p˙; &1; &]r′
’ˆ← "a 
←[p˙; &1; &1]r ˆ
∗
←[p˙; &1; &0]r = "0;
(’ˆ ∈ V ∗; 1 = ) or (’ˆ = ’ˆ1ˆ; 1 = ("t ; "a));
(p = 0; &′ = &1) or (p ¿ 0; &′ = &0)}:
Only paths from nodes "0 to "t considered. When this subgraph originates from a
reduction C→  , the mark position is set at &′= &0 =C→  · (upper trees of Fig. 4).
When the subgraph originates from a shift (lower trees of Fig. 4), mark positions are
set at &′= &1 =E→ Y ·Z , since any state reached by some , such that Z ⇒
rm
∗ x,
contains some item [p˙′; &′1; &1]. Note that no new pair is added (1 = ) when the
subgraph to “connect” would simply move the mark along a same production in the
derivation tree.
3.3. -Skip function
Since, after pushing a con.ict mark, next terminal will be shifted, mark items must
represent positions just to the left of this terminal in the derivation trees. Reaching such
positions may imply to skip sequences of -deriving nonterminals. First, an ascending
walk on the right-hand side of the tree may be necessary, giving positions to the left of
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symbols deriving some nonempty terminal sequence. Then, a left-hand side descending
walk may be needed, which will possibly perform a graph connection. Thus, the -skip
function is deLned as follows:
1(.) = {.′′ | . (ˆˆ−→ .′ = [q; ; &]; (ˆ ⇒∗ ; .′′ ∈ 2(.′; [·0; &1; &]r6 ; r6)}:
The descending walk corresponds to a virtual exploration of an inexistent stack suFx of
nonterminals currently deriving . Thus the eKectively constructed -DR(0) automaton
does not, at least partially, serve to this purpose, since possibly not all such paths
have been built. Moreover, its use would not add precision to the subsequent context
recovery. It is an implementation decision to extend the automaton for using 1, or
to use an independent approach. In our formalism, it is simpler to introduce a new
virtual state r6, whose nodes and transitions can be computed as needed during the
construction. Its contents is induced by node transition function # if we establish
S(Ir6 ; X ) =
{
Ir6 if X ⇒+ ;
∅ otherwise;
where initially Ir6 = {[·0; &1; &0]∈ I 0}. As a result, starting from I 0, the corresponding
recovery ascent will be guided by node transitions following paths ( such that (⇒+ .
3.4. Transitions on a mark at a state
For each state r in which a mark m may give place to another, “induced”, secondary
mark m′, the mark-item set for mark m′ is computed. This computation has the form
of a transition function from mark m on state r.
7(Jm; r) = {[q; ′ : h; &′] | . = [q; ; &] ∈ Jm; .′ ∈ 2(.; [p˙; &1; &]r ; r0);
(p = 0; [q; ′; &′] = .′) or (p ¿ 0; [q; ′; &′] ∈ 1(.′))}:
Connections of subgraphs for actions in secondary con.ict are Lrst performed, if nec-
essary. Then, in case of reductions, an -skip occurs, possibly involving a second
connection. Finally, the context sequences are truncated to their h rightmost subgraphs.
3.5. Initial set of a -DR(0)-conBict mark
Let mrX0 be the primary mark associated with some con.ict (r; X ). Its associated set
of mark items is the following:
JmrX0 = {[q;  : h; &] | &′ = A → 
X ·; . ∈ 2([q; ; &′]; [q˙; &1; &′]r ; r0);
(q = 0; . = [q; ; &]) or (q ¿ 0; [q; ; &] ∈ 1(.))}:
That is, a subgraph for an action in con.ict is “connected” 4 to a graph whose transitions
follow all the upwards paths allowed by the grammar.
4 A virtual transition using 7 cannot be directly used here, because it would mix the paths of the diKerent
actions in con.ict.
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3.6. Inadequacy condition
A grammar G is inadequate iK
∃ [q; ; A → 
·]; [q′; ′; A → 
′·] ∈ Jm; q = q′;  ∈ {′; }:
Since, from an item with context sequence , all legal paths allowed by the grammar can
be followed, there is a path in each respective mark graph of each action which follows
the same transitions. Consequently, if the condition holds the grammar is rejected,
because there are some sentences for which the parser cannot discriminate between
both such actions.
3.7. Parsing decisions on a mark
We say that some mark item [q; ; &] and some state item [p˙; &1; &′] match if &= &′.
A -DR(0) con.ict can be resolved when encountering m in r if all items of m
matching items of r have a same action in con.ict q′. Otherwise, m can decide the
parsing action p′ in r if all items of r matching items of m have a same action p′.
Thus, decisions in state r (see Section 2.3) are extended for mark m as follows:
At(r; m)
=


error if 8(r; m) = ∅;
resolve q′ else if ∀(p; q) ∈ 8(r; m); q = q′;
sh=red p′ else if (∀(p; q) ∈ 8(r; m); p = p′)
and @[p·; &1; A → 
X ·] ∈ Ir ;
push m′ otherwise; where Jm′ = 7(Jm; r);
where 8(r; m) = {(p; q) | ∃ [p˙; &1; &]∈ Ir ; [q; ; &]∈ Jm; r = r0}. Since a shift is performed
after pushing a mark, no mark can be encountered in r0 at parsing time.
4. The NDR(0) parser
Let M =MP ∪MS ∪{m} be the set of mark symbols, where MP and MS are the
subsets of primary and secondary marks, respectively, and m is a special mark. To
model the parsing algorithm, we use a deterministic two-stack automaton (e.g., [1]),
extended with unbounded block moves. Stack contents are sequences in (V ′ ∪M)+,
noted S’. We shall note S’l S’r a con*guration, where S’l and S’r are the left- and
right-hand context stacks, respectively, at the current point of analysis. Note that the
left- and right-hand side stacks have their tops on the their right- and left-hand ends,
respectively. The extended two-stack automaton can perform the following kinds of
moves:

S’
 S |= S’ SA S Top(
; SA);
S’m S S |= S’ m S S Back; with m ∈ MP; S ∈ (V ∪MS)+;
S’ mm′ S |= S’  m′ S Forth; with m;m′ ∈ M:
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NDR(0) PARSER:
input Action table At(state, symbol or mark) and input string x= a1 · · · an
output NDR(0) parse of x or error
begin
> :=  m a1m · · ·m anm  m
repeat
r := r0; i= t
repeat
a :=At (r, >i)
1: case a of
goto r′: r := r′; i := i − 1
shift: Forth
reduce A→ 
: Top(
; A)
push m: Top(; m); Forth % m∈MP if >i ∈V ′, m∈MS if >i ∈M
resolve a′: Back; a := a′; go to 1 % a′ only shift or reduce
until a = goto
until a∈{reduce S ′→  S ; error}
end NDR(0) PARSER
Fig. 5. NDR(0) parser algorithm.
The Lrst move allows the typical reduce operations, and also mark-push operations.
The other two correspond to block move extensions: Back when resolving a mark, and
Forth, which is applied instead of a simple shift (m marks are inserted before and
after the input string, and between input symbols).
The NDR(0) parser algorithm shown in Fig. 5 uses these moves to deterministically
parse an input by using a parsing table generated according to the construction presented
in the paper. Elements >i of the left-hand stack are indexed from bottom to top (whose
index is represented by t). Simultaneously unresolved -DR(0) con.icts are resolved
in the reverse order, i.e., the rightmost one is resolved Lrst.
An implementation of the two stacks can share a unique list linking stack elements
(symbols and marks) from right to left, with a pointer to the right-hand stack top.
Thus, if each mark is also linked to the symbol to its right and to the next mark to
its right, and if secondary marks are linked to their primary mark, each Forth or Back
action can be performed using only pointer assignments. Furthermore, right-hand stack
needs only to contain parsed sections of sentential forms and marks “poured” in it by
Back, followed by a single occurence of m, since m codes m ai · · ·m an m  m,
where ai · · · an is the input not read yet.
4.1. Computational complexity
As usual, we use the number of terminal symbols as the measure of the input size to
use as reference. Remind, in this respect, that for unambiguous grammars the number
of parse actions and tree nodes is linear, and thus the size of any sentential form.
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Size complexity is clearly linear, since our two-stack conLgurations always consist
of a sentential form with at most one mark inserted between each pair of consecutive
vocabulary symbols.
Time complexity turns out to be quadratic in the worst case. We Lrst observe that
for each terminal, the decision to shift it is taken exactly once during a complete
NDR parse—independently of whether the decision results from mark resolution or
not—because only shift actions modify (reduce by one) the number of marks (push
adds one mark, but its Forth suppresses another). And the number of stack elements
consulted or moved to decide each parsing action includes, in the worst case, the sum
of the following linear terms:
• All stack suFx explorations related to a same (primary) con.ict’s resolution. These
are adjacent within a sentential form, because each secondary mark is pushed after
exploring down to the preceding mark.
• All symbols moved in every Forth following each push for that same con.ict. Each
such Forth moves a section between two consecutive marks if we consider the
contents of the right-hand stack at the moment of pushing the con.ict’s primary
mark.
• The resolve’s Back.
• And an additional Forth in case of resolved shift.
Nevertheless, these theoretical worst-case unbounded explorations will be very rarely
found in practice, where behaviour will typically be linear.
5. BC(h)DR(0) grammars and languages
All BC(h)DR(0) grammars are unambiguous. They include all LALR(k) grammars
for k = h=2 + 1, subsets of other LALR and LRR grammars, and, Lnally, a subset
of non-LRR grammars for a family of languages including subsets of LRR and non-
LRR nondeterministic languages. Let us justify now the most important amongst these
results.
5.1. LALR(k) grammars
In LALR(k) parsers, for each LR(0) con.ict state, the sets of lookaheads of length
k which are compatible with any left-hand context associated to each LR(0) item in
con.ict are disjoint. Our graph construction based on mark-item transition function 1
is designed to precisely follow the right-hand contexts which are compatible with the
corresponding left-hand paths by #. Bound h thus guarantees that, as far as the number
of right-hand subgraph connections is not greather than h, the original con.ict path
can be precisely resumed.
In order to compute precisely the kth lookahead symbol, we need, in the worst case,
to recover in the ascending move all the currently connected graphs, i.e., no needed
graph should have been lost due to truncation to h. Since, for each of the previous
k − 1 terminals, we need to connect in the worst case two additional subgraphs, we
conclude that it suFces h=2(k − 1). Thus, BC(h)DR(0) guarantees acceptance of at
least all LALR(k) grammars for k = h=2+ 1.
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Fig. 6. Subgraphs for con.ict (r; C).
5.2. Subsets of non-LR grammars
The R(k)LR(0) [3] and the LAR(k) [2] methods rely on an LR(0) automaton. They
use, at construction time, sequences of k LR(0) states in order to compute a regular
cover of the right-hand context, according to the items in these k states. Since, in
general, some of these states may correspond to -reductions, these methods do not
ensure that the cover is suFciently precise for next k terminals, and acceptation of
LALR(k) grammars is guaranteed only if they are free of -productions. We have
recently developed a more powerful solution [6] which applies the ideas of bounded
connection of subgraphs and -skip, and which also accepts LALR(k) grammars with
-productions.
Mark computation in NDR is more discriminating than a regular cover of the right-
hand context, since, while performing reductions after the con.ict, it is able to “skip”
context-free sublanguages in the right-hand context. Thus BC(h)DR(0) accepts any
grammar the above parsers for subsets of LRR accept, for h¿2(k − 1), and also
grammars that any (ideal) LRR parser generator would reject.
Finally, as the example in [5] clearly shows, the method accepts grammars for (non-
deterministic) non-LRR languages, i.e., languages for which there exists no grammar
with some regular covering for resolving LR con.icts.
6. Illustration of BC(1)DR(0)
Consider the following grammar Gex:{
S 2−→Aa S 3−→DBa A 4−→CEa B 5−→DFa E 6−→GAc E 7−→ b
C 8−→ c D 9−→ c F 10−→Bcc F 11−→ b G 12−→ 
The DR(0) construction Lnds two con.icts. A Lrst con.ict between shift and reduction
12 is found in state 5 r on stack symbol C (see Fig. 6). In order to compute the item
set of the corresponding mark m0, context sequences  and ("′0t ; "
′0
0 ) are temporary
obtained from 2. After 1 ascent, the latter subgraph becomes ("′0t ; "
′0
a ). Thus, for
h=1,
Jm0 = {[0; ; A → C·Ea]; [12; ("′0t ; "′0a ); E → G·Ac]}:
5 In this section we shall use the notation r if Ir = S(Ir0 ; ), e.g., initial state shall be noted r.
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Only the Lrst or the second mark item matches some node in rb, or in rc, respectively.
Accordingly, this con.ict is resolved at parsing time in favor of shift or reduce 12
immediately after reading b or c, respectively.
A second con.ict, whose resolution needs unbounded right-hand context exploration, 6
is found between reductions 8 and 9 at state rc on the bottom-of-stack symbol . Start-
ing with primary mark m1, the following mark item sets are computed:
Jm1 = {[8; ("1t ; "1a); A → C·Ea]; [8; ("t ; "a); E → G·Ac]; [9; ("′1t ; "′1a ); S → D·Ba]};
Jm2 = {[8; ("2t ; "1a); A → C·Ea]; [8; ("t ; "a); E → G·Ac]; [9; ("′2t ; "′2a ); B → D·Fa]};
Jm3 = {[8; ("2t ; "1a); A → C·Ea]; [8; ("t ; "a); E → G·Ac]; [9; ("′3t ; "′2a ); B → D·Fa]};
Jm4 = {[8; ("2t ; "1a); A → CE·a]; [9; ("′2t ; "′2a ); B → DF ·a]};
Jm5 = {[8; ("2t ; "1a); A → CE·a]; [9; ("′3t ; "′2a ); B → DF ·a]};
Jm6 = {[8; ; E → GA·c]; [9; ; S → DB·a]};
Jm7 = {[8; ; E → GA·c]; [9; ("′3t ; "′3a ); F → B·cc]};
Jm8 = {[8; ; A → CE·a]; [9; ("′3t ; "′3a ); F → Bc·c]}:
Fig. 7 shows the subgraphs for the corresponding context-sequence nodes. In order
to compute Jm1 , during 1, and starting at "
1
0 and "
′1
0 , reference nodes ascend until "
1
a
and "′1a , respectively, and the subsequent 2 involves subgraphs in the lower section
of Fig. 7. In particular, truncation with h=1 results, from ("1t ; "
1
a)("

t ; "

a) : 1, in the
context sequence for the second mark item of Jm1 . When the next shifted terminal is b,
m1 resolves the con.ict in favor of reduction 8, since only the Lrst item of m1 matches
some node in rb.
Mark m1 gives place to mark m2 in the case of a second c, since "2t and "
′2
t match
items of m1 associated to both actions in con.ict. Graph connections and -skips are
performed, and context sequences are truncated if necessary. In a similar way, mark
m2 gives place in rc to mark m3, which reproduces itself again in rc, since context
sequences are truncated. Marks m2 and m3, in rb, give place (see the upper subgraphs
in Fig. 8) to marks m4 and m5, respectively; note how the correspondings core dots
move rightwards. These new marks give place in ra to marks m6 and m7, respectively
(see middle subgraphs Fig. 8): the 1 ascent produces empty context sequences, except
for the second item of m7, where "′2a ascends to "
′3
a (Fig. 7). Finally, m6 resolves the
con.ict in rc or ra, while m7 has still to give place (lower subgraphs in Fig. 8) to m8
in rc, which resolves the con.ict in ra or rc.
Fig. 9 shows the resulting mark automaton, from which contexts on the right of the
con.ict up to the marks can be easily deduced, e.g., m3 “encodes” cc+. Only actions
relevant to parsing are shown: in this example, although no useless mark 7 is produced,
some useless actions are, e.g., m1 “resolves” the con.ict in rEa, but this can never take
place during parsing because E can only be present in the stack after the con.ict is
6 Right-hand languages of this con.ict are cnba(ca)na and cn+1ba(cca)na; n¿0. Thus, Gex is LRR, but
not LR(k) for any k. As we shall see, it is BC(1)DR(0).
7 As in the basic-looping construction, production of useless marks does not reduce the accepted grammar
class.
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Fig. 7. Nodes in mark-item context sequences, for con.ict (rc;).
resolved. Note, Lnally, that in the construction with h=0, marks m4 and m5 would
merge and ascend in any context, and thus it would be impossible to separate actions
8 and 9.
6.1. Parsing example
Let see a parsing example for the sake of completion. The input will be cn+1ba(ca)na,
n¿2. Only positions in left stack of con.ict primary mark (noted |) and con.ict’s
rightmost—usually secondary— mark mi (noted |i) are shown. According to the mark
automaton of Fig. 9, the stacks conLguration would evolve as follows:
 cn+1ba(ca)na  |= c cnba(ca)na  |= c||1c cn−1ba(ca)na  |=
c|c|2c cn−2ba(ca)na  |= c|cc|3c cn−3ba(ca)na  |= · · · |=
c|cn|3b a(ca)na  |= c|cnb|5a (ca)na  |= c|cnba|7c a(ca)n−1a  |=
c|cnbac|8a (ca)n−1a :
At this point, the con.ict is resolved in favor of reduction 8. The contents of the left-
hand stack above the DR-con.ict point is moved to the right-hand stack, reduction 8
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Fig. 8. Auxiliary subgraphs for con.ict (rc;).
Fig. 9. Mark automaton.
takes place, and parsing resumes:
c|cnbac|8a (ca)n−1a  |= C cnba(ca)na :
A shift-reduce 12 con.ict occurs now, giving mark m0, and is immediately resolved
in favor of the reduction:
C cnba(ca)na  |= C||0c cn−1ba(ca)na  |= CG cnba(ca)na  |=
CGc cn−1ba(ca)na  |= CGC cn−1ba(ca)na  |= · · · |=
C(GC)n||0b a(ca)na  |= C(GC)nb a(ca)na  |=
C(GC)nE a(ca)na  |= C(GC)n−1GCEa (ca)na  |=
C(GC)n−1GA (ca)na  |= C(GC)n−1GAc a(ca)n−1a  |=
C(GC)n−1E a(ca)n−1a  |= · · · |= CEa a  |= A a  |=
Aa  |= S  |= S  |= S ′ :
Note that parsing time is linear, since the Lrst con.ict is resolved with O(n) symbol
explorations and moves, and, for each of the n next con.icts, symbol explorations and
moves are constant.
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7. Conclusion
DR states and marks partially code suFxes and preLxes, respectively, for con.icting
stacks. A succint coding of up to h connections of item subgraphs allows a highly pre-
cise right-hand context covering. Matching DR items and mark-items determine whether
a secondary mark must be pushed, or the primary mark con.ict can be resolved. The
construction presented here automatically computes the required marks for con.ict res-
olution for BC(h)DR(0) grammars, generating the corresponding deterministic parser
tables, while non-BC(h)DR(0) grammars are rejected.
A new form of -DR(0) items, which keeps track of LR(0) kernel items, guarantees
acceptance of all LALR(k) grammars for k = h=2+ 1, and of some other LALR(k)
for larger k. A wider class of LR-regular and unambiguous non-LR-regular grammars
is also accepted, including some of them for nondeterministic languages.
The mark mechanism, in addition to the ability to resume DR parsing, results in NDR
parsers that can naturally process large portions of context to the right of con.icts.
Thus, they automatically resolve parsing actions well beyond the possibilities of other
deterministic parsers. Since NDR parsers are in practice almost as eFcient as DR
parsers, we expect that they will be found useful in applications requiring high parsing
power, where ambiguity or nondeterminism during parsing may be is hardly acceptable,
as the area of programming language processing.
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